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What is a wiki?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GL3wnvMoT0E�


Professional Learning Communities

Professional learning communities are 
formed by educators who “continuously 
seek and share learning and then act on 
what they learn.  The goal of their actions 
is to enhance their effectiveness as 
professionals so that students benefit.”

Hord, 1997



Attributes of a Successful PLC

 Supportive and Shared Leadership
 Collective Creativity
 Shared Values and Vision
Supportive Conditions
 Shared Personal Practice



The Challenge

When, where and how will teams come 
together as a unit to do the learning, 
decision-making, problem-solving and 
creative work that characterize a 
professional learning community?



Barriers

 Time to meet
 Conflicting schedules
 Physical proximity
 Structures for communication and 

feedback
 Isolation
 Access to resources



Why Wikis Work-Collective Creativity

What I Know Is
Collectively, we have an abundance of 
intellectual property.  We store it on our home 
computers, on flash drives, and sometimes—
even on network drives.  But we all have 
different ideas about how to organize—and 
where to put—our “good stuff.”  A wiki is the 
perfect place to organize and keep the 
materials and resources we value.



Why Wikis Work—Shared Practice

Not only can we post our good stuff, we can also 
talk about it.  The Add a comment field allows for 
discussion on each page.  Share a lesson file with a 
colleague; add a comment to update an activity or 
provide implementation tips.   As colleagues 
replicate the lesson in their own classrooms, they can 
provide feedback or share variations on the lesson.  
Team members can add new resources to the page 
to make the lesson even better. 



Why Wikis Work—Shared Practice



Why Wikis Work—Learning Together

None of us are as smart as all of us.  And some of 
us have a talent for being in the forefront of 
instructional technology.   By creating a 
Professional Learning folder, we can start 
collecting How-to videos, step-by step instructions, 
Quick Start guides,  etc.,  to share what we’ve 
discovered with the team.  We can also use the 
area to post PD materials in advance of the in-
service day and use Add a comment to continue 
the conversation afterwards.



Why Wikis Work—Collaboration 

A wiki is a great place to collaborate 
because—in addition to being able to 
share documents—you can also track the 
revision history.  Everyone on the team 
can see what everyone else has 
contributed.  Comments also help to 
illuminate the whys and wherefores of 
each revision.



Why Wikis Work—Collaboration 



Why Wikis Work--Collaboration



Decrease disruptions of 
instructional time 
Make meetings more 

efficient
Share/collaborate on 

curriculum maps
Save trees

Additional Reasons to Wiki



Wiki Examples

http://nkutech4k12transformation.pbworks.com/


Wiki Planning



Getting Started











Click on the link to confirm your 
request.  You’ll go directly to 
your wiki workspace.  Time to 
get started!

Email Verification



Basic Design and Editing



Other Wiki Workspaces

 Zoho Wiki:  http://wiki.zoho.com
 Wikispaces:  

http://www.wikispaes.com/site/for/teachers
 Wetpaint

http://wiki.zoho.com/�
http://www.wikispaes.com/site/for/teachers�
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